The Development of Multidimensional Analysis Tools for Asymmetric Catalysis and Beyond.
In most modern organic chemistry reports, including many of ours, reaction optimization schemes are typically presented to showcase how reaction conditions have been tailored to augment the reaction's yield and selectivity. In asymmetric catalysis, this often involves evaluation of catalyst, solvent, reagent, and, sometimes, substrate features. Such an article will then detail the process's scope, which mainly focuses on its successes and briefly outlines the "limitations". These limitations or poorer-performing substrates are occasionally the result of obvious, significant changes to structure (e.g., a Lewis basic group binds to a catalyst), but frequently, a satisfying explanation for inferior performance is not clear. This is one of several reasons such results are not often reported. These apparent outliers are also commonplace in the evaluation of catalyst structure, although most of this information is placed in the Supporting Information. These practices are unfortunate because results that appear at first glance to be peculiar or poor are considerably more interesting than ones that follow obvious or intuitive trends. In other words, all of the data from an optimization campaign contain relevant information about the reaction under study, and the "outliers" may be the most revealing. Realizing the power of outliers as an entry point to entirely new reaction development is not unusual. Nevertheless, the concept that no data should be wasted when considering the underlying phenomena controlling the observations of a given reaction is at the heart of the strategy we describe in this Account. The idea that one can concurrently optimize a reaction to expose the structural features that control its outcomes would represent a transformative addition to the arsenal of catalyst development and, ultimately, de novo design. Herein we outline the development of a recently initiated program in our lab that unites optimization with mechanistic interrogation by correlating reaction outputs (e.g., electrochemical potential or enantio-, site, or chemoselectivity) with structural descriptors of the molecules involved. The ever-evolving inspiration for this program is rooted in outliers of classical linear free energy relationships. These outliers encouraged us to ask questions about the parameters themselves, suggest potential interactions at the source of the observed effects, and, of particular applicability, identify more sophisticated physical organic descriptors. Throughout this program, we have integrated techniques from disparate fields, including synthetic methodology development, mechanistic investigations, statistics, computational chemistry, and data science. The implementation of many of these strategies is described, and the resulting tools are illustrated in a wide range of case studies, which include data sets with simultaneous and multifaceted changes to the reagent, substrate, and catalyst structures. This tactic constitutes a modern approach to physical organic chemistry wherein no data are wasted and mechanistic hypotheses regarding sophisticated processes can be developed and probed.